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INTRODUCTION 

Background 

The Department of Defense (IK)D) has numer- 

ous munitions facilities engaged in the production ot 

the various types ot explosives and munitions used by 

the r.ihtarv services. In most cases the production of 

ammunition utilizes assembly-line procedures. Pro- 

jectiles pass through various stages of prepara- 

tion filling with explosive, fuzing, marking, and 

packing Hazardous operations, such as the tilling of 

the projectile case with explosive in a powder form 

and the compaction of the powder liv hydraulic 

press, are accomplished in protective iclls intended to 

confine the effects of an accidental explosion. Most 

of the existing production facilities were limit in the 

1940's. vVith tew exceptions, the manufacturing 

technology and existing equipment represent the 

state-of-the-art as of 1940. The production equip- 

ment was operated extensively during World War II. 

again during the Korean conflict, and recentK during 

the Southeast Asia war. Much of this equipment and 

the housing structures have been operating beyond 

their designed capacities |l|. DOD is conducting an 

ammunition plant modernization program approach- 

ing $5 billion with possible expenditures ot S5'H( 

million a vear |2|. I he modernization program is 

intended to grcath enhance satctv in the production 

plants b\ protective construction, automated pro- 

cessing, and reduction of personnel involved in 

hazardous operations 

In I'/oV a tri-scrvicc manual |3| was published 

to provide guidance to the structural designers of 

munition plants. I he objectives ot the manual were 

to establish design procedures and construction tech- 

niques to prevent propagation ot explosions from one 

building, or part of a building, to another; to prevent 

mass detonations, and to provide protection tor per- 

sonnel and equipment. The manual establishes blast- 

load parameters required for design of protective 

structures, provides methods for calculating the 

dynamic response of concrete walls, and establishes 

construction details to develop required strength. The 

design method used accounts for close-in effects of a 

detonation with its associated high pressures and nun- 

uniformity of loading on protective barriers. A 

»letailed method for assessing the degree of protection 

afforded b\ a protective facility did not exist prior to 

this manual's publication, consequently, the manual 

represents a significant improvement in design 

methods. The simplifications made in the 

development of the design procedures have been 

presented in the manu i. The analysis of a structure- 

using the design procedure will generally result in a 

conservative estimate ot the structure's capacity; 

therefore, structures designed using these procedures 

will generally be adequate for blast loads rxcecding 

the assumed load conditions |3|. Certain unknown 

factors can result in an overestimate of the protective 

structure's capability to resist the effects ot an 

explosion. These factors reflections of the shock 

waves, effects of assumed frangible construction lack 

of full shock wave venting, and construction 

methods van for each facility. To compensate for 

weaknesses resulting from these factors, a recom- 

rrkruled increase of 20"n is applied to the effective 

charge weight. 

Research is in progress at the Civil hnginecring 

Laboratory ((111.), to determine blast pressures 

outside the protective cells, the buildup of gas 

pressure from restricted venting, the effect of frangi- 

ble construction on pressures within a cell, and 

explosive equivalency The results of this research and 

the research being conducted by other agencies will 

be added to Reference 3 to continually improve the 

ability to design a safe facility. 

lesting with Full-Scale Structure 

Building 30 at the Naval Torpedo Station, 

Bangor Annex, Washington, was scheduled to be 

demolished to provide land for new construction. 

This building contains four blast cells very similar to 

those existing at many facilities and to those 

proposed    in   new   construction.   Prior   to   the 



demolition ot t he building, ("II. was allowed to eon- 

duct several tests detonating quantities ot explosive in 

the blast tells. The explosive weights used were on 

the same order of magnitude as would be expected in 

medium-caliber projectiles (5-inch) and heavy caliber 

projectiles (6-inch). 

The testing of a full-scale strueture afforded an 

opportunity to observe the structural behavior of the 
blast cell walls, doors, root, and siruetural com- 

ponents. Several accidents have occurred at Naval 

Ammunition Depot (NAD) facilities in the produc- 

tion of ammunition, however, the damage could not 

be related to pressures ' ccause the explosions were 

low order and the effective charge weight *as 

unknown, Ibis test provided an opportunity to 

observe damage from a known high-order detonation 

and to record pressures associated with it. CM. has 

conducted test programs to measure the pressures 

ins: :i- and outside ::) small-scale-model blast cells. 

The model data can be correlated with the full-scale 

test data of this test |4 and 51. The full-scale tests 

present an advantage in pressure measurement 

because the effects of interaction of many nonstrue- 

tural components, such as ceiling anil frangible roof, 

are also shown. I his interaction could not be deter- 

mined in CKI.'s model tests. Determination of the 

correct pressure environment behind a blast wall is 

essential for design of ,1 minimum-cost roof svstem 

which will not collapse 

I he testing of Building 50 gave an opportunity 

to assess the design procedure specified in Reference 

3 and to idcntifs hazardous areas. 

Description of Building 30 

Building 30 is a typical munitions building 20(1 

feet long b\ 50 feet wide, divided into three bays. 

The north bav contained tour reinforced concrete 

blast cells (Figures I. 2. and 3). The walls of the 

building were constructed of reinforced concrete 

block and were not load bearing. Steel, wide-flange 

columns supported steel roof trusses on 20-fool 

centers. Steel purlins on 4-foot centers spanned the 

top chords of the root trusses. Corrugated cement- 

asbestos roofing sheets 9 feet long were attached to 

the purlins by bolted clips to form the roof. The 

pieces of roofing overlapped to prevent leakage of 

water runoff. Openweb metal joists on 2-foot centers 

spanned the bottom chords of the roof trusses. Hat 

cement-asbestos board sheets 4 by 8 feet were clipped 

to the bottom of the open-web metal |oists to form a 

ceiling. I-xplosion-proot light fixtures were supported 

bv pipes which were clamped to the purlins and 

extended through the ceiling. 

The cells were constructed as an addition to the 

building in 1^60. The} were made of reinforced con- 

crete 24 inches thick with No. 5 reinforcing bars 

spaced on ID-inch c*,tiers on each face ot the wall, 

both horizontal)} and vcrticallj The nominal 
strength of the concrete was rated 3,000 psi at 28 

davs. Concrete strength was determined to be 6,500 

psi b\ rebound hammer at the time of the test This is 

more than twice the design strength but is not 

uncommon in aged concrete The cell sidewalls were 

fixed to the backwall and floor and tree on the top 

and the window side. The backwall extended through 

the root. The outei wall of the cell contained a 

window 6-1/2 bv 8 feet, framed in unreinforced 

masonry concrete block. This is a standard three-wall 

.ill designed to vent through the frangible roof and 

window in caseof an accidental explosion. 

In 1972. the cells were upgraded by increasing 

the Sackwall height to extend 2 teet above the roof 

lint (see l-igure 4). The extension was made to the 

backwall of all the cells and to the outer sidewalls of 

Cells I and 4. The roof over the cells was raised to the 

new height. Quarter-inert metal plate was used to 

divide the cells above the existing concrete sidewalls. 

An expanded metal grating was used as a debris net to 

catch falling material in the event of an accidental 

explosion in an adjacent cell. The grating was tack- 

welded to angle sections winch were bolted to 'he 

concrete backwall, welded to the metal plate exten- 

sions on 'he sidewalk and bolted to the concrete- 
block window wall. 

A H/2-inch steel plate. 3 by 6-1/2 feel, sus- 

pended bv rollers in a traik, formed by a wide flange 

section, served as a blast door. The door was held in 

place at the bottom by two guides sei in the floor. 

The bearing width of the door on the concrete back- 

wall was 3 inches on the side and 4 inches on the top; 

no support was provided on the bottom. When the 

door was closed, approximate!} 3/8-inch -,pacc 

existed between the door and the backwall o'i which 

it was to bear. 

A 2-by 3-foot passthrough opening existed in 

the sidewalls between cells and in the backwall of cell 

3. One-inch steel plate supported in brass tracks on 
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each side of the opening »ere used as doors tc» close 

the cell. Bearing width of 1-1/2 inches was provided 

around the plate 

Partitions between the l>a\s ol the building were 

constructed <>t reinforced concrete block. A meul 

tire door was used to separate the hays. 

Kigure 5 shows selected views of the building 

before the tests were made. 

TFST PROGRAM 

Planned Tests 

The test program consisted of five 10-pound 

shots in cell 1 and three 20-pound shots in cell 3. The 

testing was limited to a maximum charge weight of 

20 pounds to minimize noise disturbance to sur- 

rounding communities. Predictions of the loading and 

of the structural behavior were made using the analyt- 

ical I« uniques in Reference 3 (see fables 1, 2. and 

3). Visual observation of the lamage was correlated 

with predictions; photographic coverage outside the 

building and behind the blast cell within the building 

was provided Pressure transducers were provided to 

record the blast pressure. 

I he charge weight required to cause the blast 

cell wall to tail with a single detonation was estimated 

to be about ftO pounds. The cell was not expected to 

tail wit'.i 10-or 20 pound detonations; however, it 

was expected that sufficient inelastic behavior would 

occur so that the cell walls would fail by cumulative 

effects. It was expected that permanent deflection in 

the blast door could be measured and that the door 

supports might tail by shearing the concrete. Signifi- 

cant root damage could occur. The behavior ol the 

debris nets in the cells and the ceiling behind the blast 

cells was ot special interest. 

Instrumentation 

Twelve channels of pressure data were used to 

measure the pressure behind the blast cell and in the 

adjacent cell. Iigure ft shows the location of the 

instrumentation, (.ages were installed to measure the 

pressure on the outer surface ot the roof, above the 

ceiling, and on the floor. Figure 5 shows the pressure 

gages installed in gage mounts. 

The transducers were connected by cable to 

amplifiers and a tape recorder located in the south 

bay. The instrumentation was remotely activated by a 

switch several hundred feet away. The pressure trans- 

ducers were manufactured by Bytrcx and are specific- 

ally designed to measure blast phenomena. They are 

acceleration resistant, mechanically rugged, and 

equipped with a heat shield to reduce the effects of 

thermal radiation. They incorporate semiconductor 

sensing elements that produce a high electrical out- 

put, minimizing system electrical noise. The gapes 

were directly calibrated by static pressurization. 

B & I- Model 700-SC signal conditioners and B 

Ik I* Model 702-100-1 amplifiers were use-.i in con- 

junction with a Sangamo Saber 3 tape recorder 

operated at 120 ips. The electronics had a system 

capable of flat response to 40 kHz. A Systron-Donner 

81 50 time code generator provided IRIC-B timing. 

Photographic Coverage 

Three high-speed cameras were used to provide 

photographic coverage two cameras located within 

the bay containing the blast cells and one outside the 

building. The camera speeds were calibrated by 

stroboscopc. Iigure 2 shows the location of the two 

cameras in the building. The third camera was located 

southeast. 20O feet away from the building. All the 

cameras were remotely controlled by electrical relay. 

Explosive 

Ihe explosive used was plastic explosive Com- 

position C4. hand-compacted in molds to form 

spheres. The explosive has a TNI equivalency of 1.19 

tor pressure and lift for impulse-. The charges were 

electrically detonated by two Engineer Special 

Number H blasting caps placed about 1 inch into the 

top ot the charge. The explosive charge was sup- 

ported on a stand 3 feet above the ground for all the 

tests. 

TEST RESULTS 

Observed Damage 

Shot I -1 rt Pounds, Cell I.  T'igurc 7 gives photo- 

graphic coverage of the damage caused by shot 1. The 



Table I.  Blast Fnvironmcnt Inside Cell, Based <»n Information in Reference 3 

(Plastic explosive Composition C4 used in all shots, 

onlv shot 1 had cell roof.) 

Shot No. Parameters 

Parameter Values for .ocation of 

Lett 
Wall 

Back 
Wall 

Right 
Wall 

l-.xplosivc 
Charge 
in Cell 

Charge Weight of 10 Pounds 

1 Impulse (psi msec) 
Pressure (psi) 
Duration of 

pressure (msec) 

375 
129 

5.81 

495 
236 

4.20 

375 
129 

5.81 
,-l 1+    1 

2. 3.4,5 Impulse (psi msec) 
Pressu re (psi) 
Duration of 

pressure (msec) 

251 
107 

4.69 

369 
157 

4.69 

251 
107 

4.69 

n     .1 

*Ti 
Charge Weight of 20 Pounds 

6 Impulse (psi msec) 
Pressure (psi) 
Duration of 

pressure (msec) 

468 
182 

5.13 

621 
335 

3.70 

468 
182 

5.13 

r  fc 

7.8 Impulse (psi msec) 
Pressure (psi) 
Duration of 

pressure (msec) 

288 
93 

6.15 

532 
188 

5.65 

410 
144 

5.65 

1- 

explosive was centered between the sidewalk, 2 feet 

from the hackwall. I-igurc 8 indicates the distance 

debris was blown from the building. I he roof over all 

the blast cells was blown off. The ceiling ot the cell 

test was blown out. The debris grating :n the adjacent 

cell was still in place although it had become dis- 
lodged from its supports. It did catch much of the 

celling blown down, however, the debris grating in 

cell 3 failed. The debris grating in cell 4 remained and 

functioned satisfactorily, catching the ceiling blown 
down. 

The 1/4-inch metal plate between cells had rven 

blown over. The unreinforced masonry block framing 
the window had been blown out in front of cells 1 

and 2.  The fiberglass window-panes were blown out 

whole and did not shatter. 

The windows in cells 3 and 4 were blown out- 

ward, indicating the pressure spilled over the sulewall 

across the structure into those cells, rather than out 

the frangible window wall of the cell and around 
which would cause the windows to be blown inward. 
The roof over the pump room adjacent to cell 1 was 

blown inward; the reinforced masonry block wall of 

the pump room was deflected outward sew'a I inches. 
The roofing behind the cell had been cracked in 

places but remained intact. No spalling was observed 

in this test or any subsequent test. 



I .till- 2   Calculated Resistance h'unttions, Rased i>n Reference 3 

Location 

\.it»r.il 

Period 

Imsfil 

I'lttmaie 

Resistance 

ipsi) 

Hastic 

Deflection 

(in.) 

Stillness 

'psi) 

Mass 

(lb-scc2/in.- > 

Allowable 

2-Degree IK flection 

(in.) 

Sidewall 16.25 21»* 0.1148 4oo 2.740 3.77 

Backwall 6.34 4a* 0.018 3,082 3,138 1.89 

blast door 6 62 270 »34 780 

Passthrough door 4 5 2<>4 0.31 •>5o 

* Approximate. 

Permanent deflections ot the sidcwalls «ere 

measured to lie about 3/16 inch outward. \o perma- 

nent deflection could lie measured in the blast door 

or passthrough door. Window breakage IS shown in 

Figure 9. l-'igure 10 shows the crack pattern observed 

in the blast cell walls. I he numbers correspond to 

shot numbers. No evidence was observed ot shear 

failure ot the door frame. 

Shot 2 10 Pounds, Cell I. I or the second shot 

the explosive u - centered between the sidew.ills and 

between the backwall and window. This shot caused a 

section ot the routing behind the blast nil to he 

blown inward (figure 111. Additional rooting was 

blown in over the pump room. I he passthrough door 

on the siilcwall rebounded ot! its supports, however, 

the door on the other side ot the will was v ill intact. 

I he blast door, although still adeuuatelv supported, 

tailed its bottom support guides b\ outward rebound 

Root failure w is noted in the northwest portion ot 

the midil e luv Minor amounts ot ceiling wen- blown 

down, figure lo shows tlu additional cracking ot the 

cell walls \o measurable adilition.il permanent 

deflection was noted I he door to the pump room 

from i he main room behind the nils was blown into 

the building b\  pressure spilling over the cell wall. 

Shot 3 10 Pounds, (ell I I he explosive was 

positioned as in shot 2 Rooting was blown oil up to 

almost the ridge line behind the cells. Additional 

rooting was blown inward in the northeast section ot 

the middle bay. Parts ot the ceiling were blown down. 

I he passihroiigh door «m the tar side ot the sidcwail 

was blown off, leaving an opening into the next cell. 

The rebound supports ot the blast door failed. 

Cracking ot the floor was noted, figure 12 shows 

post shot damage, figure 10 shows additional crack- 

ing to the cell walls; no additional permanent deflec- 

tion was observed. 

Shot 4 10 Pounds. Cell I I he tourth shot 

duplicated the position ot shot 2. This shot caused 

additional root and ceiling damage, figure 13 shows 

photographs alter the shot. Additional cell-wall crick- 

ing is shown in figure 10. 

Shot S |0 Pounds. Cell I. I he fifth ami last 

sh. t in cell I duplicated the position of shot 2 This 

shot caused additional root anil ceiling damage I he 

b'ast door was still operable although the bottom 

rebound supports tailed I he cell walls ,ii,l not experi- 

ence anv additional measurable deflections. The cell 

would still be considered reusable and the amount ot 

damage stabilized such that additional shots ot the 

same si/i would not cause appnciiblv more damage 

lo the building 

Shot 6 20 Pounds, «ell 3 I he sixth shot was 

the tirsl shot conducted in cell 3. I hi- 2»-pound 

charge was centered between the side»alls, 2 tccl 

trom the backwall. I his shot caused root and ceiling 

lo lie blown dovv.i, I he Irangible window walls ot 

cells 3 and 4 were blown outward The cell sidcwail 

had a permanent deflection ot about 0.5 inch at the 

top. The passthrough door on the sidcwail between 

cells 3  anil 4  rebounded oil  its supports. The blast 



Table 3.  Calculated Response, I'smj: the Information From Tables 1 and 2 

it »imposition < 4 plastic explosive used in all tests, single-shot cell capacity 

is calculated to l>e 61) pounds.) 

shot 

Mo. 

1 xpUwvc 

Weight 

ipounds* 

< ell 

Kool 
1 otarion 

( alcubted Response 

Comment Maximum 

l>cflection 

(in. I 

1 imc to Maximum 

Deflection 

(msec I 

1 in Yes Sidewalk 1.16 20 Shear stress, OK* 

Backwall 0.56 9.56 Shear stress, OK* 

Bias' door (141 2.9 Shear reaction, OK* 

Permanent deflection, 

0.07 in. 

Hasst hrough 

• loor 

Remain» elastic- 

Shear reaction, t)K* 

7    ; 

4. 5 

In None Sulcwalls 0.54 13." Shear stress, OK* 

Back wall o.27 7.22 Shear stress, OK* 

Blast door Remains elastic 

Supports, OK 

I'assthrou^h 

door 

Remains elastic 

Supports. OK 

6 2ii Nionc Si Icwalls 1.85 24.57 Shear stress. OK* 

Havkwall lit 13.59 Shear stress, OK* 

Blast .loor 11.65 3.3 Shear reaction. 

marginally OK 

Permanent deformation. 

«».31 in. 

Passt hrough doors 

Sidewall At elastic limit 

Shea    ' )K * 

Backwall 0.74 Shear. OK* 

Maximum permanent 

deflection. 0.43 in. 

7. > 2o \il|IC Sidcwalis, 

far side 0.67                            15.87 Shear stress, OK* 

Near VMI*. I.W 21.S4 Shear stress. OK* 

Back» ill II".! II.B3 Shear stress, OK* 

Blast door Al elastic limit 

Shear. OK 

Passihrough doors 

Side u all Remains elastic 

Shear. OK 

Backwall Kci.uins elastic 

Shear. OK 

It.tM'il on JIIOWJMC shear stirs* JI supports ami * list;, rue awav from support. 
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door was still operable. Figure 14 shows photographs 

after the shot; Figure 15 shows cracks in the cell 

walls. Window breakage is shown in Figure 16. 

Shot 7-20 Pounds, Cell 3. This was the second 

shot of 20 pounds in cell 3. The charge was posi- 

tioned 2 feet from the backwall and 2 feet from the 

sidcwall between cells 3 and 2. Some roofing in the 

middle bay was blown in. Portions of roofing cracked 

by earlier shots (Ailed. Additional ceiling was blown 

down; however, most of the roof on the leeward side 

of the building (east side) was still in place. The blast 

cell sidcwalls had an additional permanent deflection 

of about 5/32-inch. The passthrough door in the 

backwall rebounded off its supports. This 2- by 

3-foot, 1-inch-thick stcl plate has a permanent 

deformation of 1 inch at its center. The blast door 

was still operable with no measurable permanent 

deflection. The rebound supports failed. Figure 17 

shows photographs after the shot. 

Shot 8-20 Pounds. Cell 3. This was the last 

shot i:i cell 3 and the charge position duplicated shot 

7. Additional permanent deflections of 1/16 inch 

wer.- observed in the sidcwalls. Shear cracks were 

not id around the door frame of the blast door. In 

or.' place on the door frame a spall occurred. 

Pressure Measurements 

Data was reduced and peak pressures obtained. 

Figures IK and 19 give the peak pressure on the floor 

from an average of the 10-and 20-pound tests. This 

pressure was caused l>\ leakage around the blast door. 

Il is ot a high enough level to cause injury, figure 20 

gives the pressure at the ceiling level. Figure 21 gives 

the pressure on the root. As noted in Figures 20 and 

21, the pressure immediately behind the luckv all ot 

the blast cell is higher when the roof is in place over 

the cell. This is understandable in that the Irangiblc 

roof r.mains intact long enough to deflect the pres- 

sure wave downward. This would not occur it the 

root were not there. Figure 22 shows this, it a ro >f 

over the cell docs not exist, the shoe! wave will travel 

upward, leaving a low-pressure area immediately 

behind the cell. 

Figures 23. 24, ami 25 from Kelerence 5 were 

"design" predictions which came from CF.I. model 

tests. Figures 26, 27, and 28 show this test data with 

the predictions based on model tests. The increase in 

pressure behind a cell with a frangible roof was not 

predicted. This rest will be useful in improving the 

prediction capability. The peak pressures shown in 

Figures 27 and 28 are predicted very well. The design 

procedures give a maximum envelop' rather than 

specific values. The low pressure observed in this test 

is understandable in view of the sloping root; the 

predictions were based on a flat roof. 

High-Speed Film Coverage 

The high-speed film (200 frames per second on 

cameras inside the building and 64 frames per sec«...i 

outside) were analyzed.. The inside camera', showed 

the fireball and gases leaking aroung the blast door. 

Figure 29 shows the blast leakage in shot 1 as seen 

from both camera positions. Figures 30 and 31 show 

the fireball formation outside the building ''-om 

10- ami 20-pound detonations, respectively. 

DISCI SSION OF TKST KKSULTS 

As noted above, it was estimated that it would 

take a 60-pound explosive charge to cause the cell 

walls to fail in a single shot. The test was limited to a 

20-pound maximum. It was planned to cause cell 

failure by repeated incremental loading. The observed 

deflections and cracking are much less than those pre- 

dicted bv Reference 3 and as outlined in Table 3. It 

was expected that some inelastic behavior would 

occur. The design methods used in Reference 3 rely 

on the steel reinforcement to provide the only 

moment capacv. lor a rectangular section of width 

I. with the same reinforcement in compression as in 

tension, the moment is estimated by Fquution 5-4 of 

Kelerence 3 

Vs 
M   =  ——(d - d*> 

I) 

where   A   = area of steel in tension (same as 

compression steel) 

I'   - design stress for reinforcement 

d = distance from extreme compression 

fiber to ccntroid of tension reinforce- 

ment 
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Table 4. Calculated Response, Using 
Revised Resistance Statistics 

Shot No. Location 

Maximum 
Dynamic 

Deflection 
(in.) 

1 Sidewall 
Backwall 

0.2 
0.16 

2, S, 4, 5 Sidewall 
Back wall 

0.09 
0.08 

6 Sidewall 
Backwall 

0.29 
0.27 

7 Kar Sidewall 
Near Sidewall 

Backwall 

0.10 
0.24 
0.15 

d' = distance from extreme compression 
fiber to centroid of compression 
steel 

This equation is independent of concrete strength. 
For largr detonations, ultimate strengths have been 
accurately represented by this equation. Concrete 
cracking in areas of tensile stress occurs. However, in 
the relatively low level of loading in this test, failure 
was not being approached: large-scale cracking and 
ultimate behavior did not occur. The uncracked con- 
crete load capacity (assuming up to 10% of the com- 
pression strength in tension) of the cell walls was 2.4 
times the capacity of that from the steel alone. 1 his 
capacity and its associated stiffness would exist only 
until the load level was reached to crack the concrete 
in tension, then the load capacity would revert to 
that given by the equation. Using the increased 
capacity of the uncracked wall section, response of 
the cell walls was calculated (Table 4). These values 
agree more closely with the observed permanent 
deflection, assuming very little elastic recovery. Mow- 
ever, an important area of difference is shown in 
Figures 10 and 15; differences exist between the 
theoretical yield line predicted by analysis and the 
observed crack pattern. 

The blast  doors were expected to experience 
permanent deflection; however, it was assumed that 

the door would be held rigid against the frame 
(simple support condition on 3 sides). A space 
between the door and wall existed; the door under- 
went rigid body motion in addition to elastic 
straining. This reduced the effect on the strain energy 
causing deformation. 

The leakage pressure around the blast doors is 
probably the most serious deficiency noted in the t ?st 
and affects most existing facilities. Figure 18 shows 
the pressure levels. Reference 3 gives the following: 

Kardrum Rupture 

Threshold 5 psi 
50% 15 psi 

l.ung Damage 

Threshold 30 to 40 psi 
Severe 80 psi 

An operator standing behind the backwall would 
receive threshold lung damage. Personnel in adjacent 
cells would also receive threshold lung damage. 

if one considers the marginal attachment of the 
debris nets, they performed well. This test shows 
debris nets will work but must be anchored to 
substantial objects that wili not be dislodged. 

Screens used to prevent flying glass must be on 
the inside of the building, not on the outside as was 
the case in the middle and south bays of the building. 

Reference 3 was conservative in this case; 
ultimate capacity predictions from a single loading 
condition were not evaluated. T;ie formation of yield 
lines was not clearly evident and should be ques- 
tioned. This is an area where mor.- experimental 
testing is necessary. 

Samples of corrugated cement asbestos roofing 
and flat cement asbestos ceiling board were brought 
back to the laboratory for testing. The tests indicated 
that the roofing when used in continuous spans of 48 
inches would have an ultimate resistance of 1.02 psi 
and a natural period in flexure of 107 msec. This 
would be expected to fail at about 6-psi overpressure. 
The ceiling board when used in continuous spans over 
24 inches would have an ultimate resistance of 0.835 
psi and a natural period of 129 msec. This would be 
expected to fail at about 5-psi overpressure. The load 
test and observed damage agree in that Figure 20 
shows regions of pressure above 6 psi on the roof; 
these regions were observed as having the most roof 
damage. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

i. The high pressures leaking out around the blast 
doors would injure an operator in the vicinity of the 
door. Proper seals must be used to protect personnel 
in the area immediately behind the doors. 

2. Debris screens must be attached to substantial 
structural members which will remain in place. 

3. The formation of yield lines used as the basis of 
the calculation of wall capacity should be investi- 
gated. The computation of wall stiffness should also 
be reviewed. Both of these areas can significantly 
influence the behavior of a wall, as noted in this test. 

4. Conventional corrugated cement asbestos roofing 
can withstand up to 6-psi dynamic overpressure with 
only minor damage. 

5. Areas of conventional construction adjacent to 
blast cells can survive reasonably well. 

2. Arthur Mendolia. 'A new approach to explosives 
safety," paper presented at the Fifteenth Explosive 
Safety Seminar. Department of Defense Explosive 
Safety Board, San Francisco, CA, Sep 1973. 

3. Departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force. 
TM5-1 300, NAVFAC P-397, and AIM 88-22: Struc- 
tures to resist the effects of accidental explosions. 
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Report R-7 80: Determination of blast leakage 
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I-xtcrior of building looking south. Ixtcrior of building looking north. 
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Restraint at bottom of blast door. 

0 / 

Door track and hydraulic closing ram. 



TestceH 1 and pressure transducer. 

Figure 5. Variety <>t views <if liuildm^ 30 before the tests. 
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Iklins net in blast eel West side of interior of roof. 

View of pressure transducer. Instrumentation in south hav. 
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I'.ast side of interior of root. 

Itacion in smith lia\. higurc 5 (tont). 
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I -.xterior t>( structure iooking south. lAtcnor of structure looking east. 

Hxterior ol structure looking north. 

Kxtcnor cell I. 
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lior cell 1. 
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Close-up of exterior. 

Hgurv 7. Ol>>.erveil damage after shot I. 
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Kxterior view of mmi'iiitnt o'~ exterior vval View of interior of cell 3. 

\ 

Debris net in cell 3. 

I'ijiurc 7 (com). 



Interior view «it exterior wall movement. 

Debris net in cell 3. 

Figure 7 (cont). 

Debris nit in cell 3. 
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7 
l.rft Sidcwall Baikwall 

(a) Inside cell. 

Ii«ure 10. Crack patterns in walls of cell 1 after 10-pound detoi 
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Q numbers indicate shot» 

1/4 in aftrr -a\ 
shot 4 

frangible 
window 

Baikv»a!l 
Right Sidewall 

(a) Inside cell, 

ick patterns in walls >f cell 1 after 10-pound detonations. Preceding page blank 
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franphlc vurulow wall 

High« Sidcwall Hackwall 

(hi Outside cell. 

I-'ijsurf l(Kconl) 
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frangible 
window 

Rackwall Left Sidcwall 

;   (h) Outside cell. 

Figure 10 (rout). 
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Cell ! and cell 2 Ixtcnor of structure facing north. 
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Interior roof damage facing north. ('rack in cell walls. 

•igure 11. Observe»! damage after shot 2. 
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Exterior <>t structure facing south. 

Crack in cell walls. Middle bay roof damage. 

Figure 11. Observed damage after shut 2. 
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Kxterior of structure fa cine easr. Cells 1 . nd 2. 

Interior ceiling damage. Cracks in sidewal Keliound of passti 

Iigurc 12. Observed damage after shirt 3. 
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Interior root' failure. 

ks in sidewall. Keltound ol passthrough door. Koof damage of middle bay. 

I'igure 12. Observed damage after shot }. 
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Interior of huiliiinj;. I xterior cells 1 anil 2. 

Cell 1. Cell 2. Interior ce 

Kijiurc 13.   ()l>ser\eil il.iniaj;e .liter shot 4. 
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Exterior cells 1 and 2. Kxterior cells 1,2,3. and 4. 

Interior ceiling damage. Kxterior wall damage looking north. 

Ibservi'd damage alter shot 4. 
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I \tmor cells 1 and 2. 
Interior cells 3 and 4. 

Inirrior ceiling damage lu-hind all. 
Interior ceiling damage behind tell, 

figure 14. <)l.\cr\cd damage after shut 6. 
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Is 3 and 4. 

Exterior wall looking east. 

mage behind cell, 

lamagc after shot 6. 

Blast cell interior wall. 
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f*\ numbers indicate shots 

frangible 
window 

widened to 1/8 in. 
after shot 8 

widened to 1/32 in, 
after shot 8 

Left Sidewall Hackwall 

(a) Inside cell. 

|-ig u re 15. Crack patterns in the walls of cell 3 after 20-pound dctunatior 
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frangible 
window 
wall 

i 

Right Sidewall Backwall 

(b) Outside cell. 

Figure 15 (com). 
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Backwall 

(b) Outside nil. 

Figure 15 U'onu. 
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Debris net cell 4 Kxterior cells 3 and 4. 

Exterior structure looking cast. Blast door cell 3. 

l-ijiure 17.  ()l»served damage after shot 7. 
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Ixtcrinr cells 3 am) 4. Cell 3. 

Blast door cell 3 

17.   Olisrrwtl dairujie after shot 7. 
Biast door cell 3. 
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K = horizontal distance in fed 
W = charge weight in pounds 
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cell wall 2(Kp«unil charge 
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•   lo-pound charge 

A 20-pound charge 
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10 loo 

Scaled DiMjiue to Charge (R/Wl/Jl 

Hgure (V.  1'ressure/disr.arice lor leakage pressure around door. 
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